1. Introduction

Concerns for bisphenol A (BPA) as an emerging contaminant have risen over the past forty years due to its growing use in industrial applications and its unfolding environmental health effects. As an endocrine disrupting compound (EDC), BPA exhibits weak estrogenicity leading to systemic, developmental, and reproductive toxicant effects in animals and potentially in humans. Limitations in field monitoring on account of the extensive laboratory infrastructure required for standard BPA detection warrants investigation into portable or handheld sensing platforms. In this work, we evaluated a standalone smartphone-based fluorescence sensing method for identifying BPA from water samples. Toward this goal, we demonstrated the novel application of 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS) as a fluorescent probe with suitable specificity to BPA compared to functionally and structurally similar hormone and endocrine disrupting compounds. Using this method, bisphenol A was quantifiable through both standard fluorescence spectroscopy and smartphone detection, with an empirical binding constant of $K_S = 2040 \text{ M}^{-1}$ and a direct, unfiltered detection limit of 4.4 $\mu$M from unprocessed samples, suitable for waste leachate and industrial samples. Implementation of further digital image processing and smartphone spectroscopy methods may help to lower this detection limit, bearing promise for future direct detection of bisphenol A from wastewater leachate and environmental samples via smartphones.
provide sensitive quantification of contaminants, they also require substantial instrumentation and subsequent human labor and data analysis, such that their use is typically confined to a centralized laboratory space. These limitations restrict immediate in-field quantification of BPA by standard methods.

With an interest in future portable BPA monitoring, we investigated a novel fluorescence probe for BPA, 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS), and its prospective use in real-time, mobile sample analysis when paired with smartphone-based detection. Previous research has demonstrated HPTS quenching by electron transfer with viologen moieties and π–π interactions with other aromatic compounds, including caffeine, theobromine, and theophylline.25–28 Based on these electron-transfer binding interactions confirmed previously through fluorescence and NMR titration and corroborated with cyclic voltammetry or mathematical modelling, we hypothesized that HPTS fluorescence may be quenched through a similar binding complex with BPA, and that this may be distinguishable from quenching by similarly structured EDC and hormone comparators. To answer this, we investigated the BPA–HPTS binding interaction in contrast with the binding interactions of 17β-estradiol (E2), a natural estrogen, nonylphenol (NP), a structurally similar suspected endocrine disruptor, and non-specific compounds in wastewater effluent (Fig. 1). Additionally, we also investigated the application of a standalone smartphone fluorescence detection, including a comparison between separate smartphone light sources (for fluorescence excitation) and camera hardware (for fluorescence detection). With a growing diversity of smartphone technology available worldwide, we sought to examine the potential soundness and universality of such smartphone sensing methods for future field-deployable BPA monitoring.

2. Materials & methods

2.1 Reagents

All chemicals, including bisphenol A (BPA), 17β-estradiol (E2), nonylphenol (NP; PESTANAL® standard technical mixture), and 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS), were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Separate aqueous stock solutions were created for BPA (438 μM), E2 (5.5 μM), NP (454 μM), and HPTS (100 mM; pH 6.5 phosphate buffer).

2.2 Fluorescence titration and Stern–Volmer modeling

Fluorescence and ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy were used to investigate the hypothesized interaction and binding complex between HPTS and BPA, and to evaluate the specificity of this interaction by comparison to those with E2 or NP. Fluorescence spectra were collected following excitation at λex = 460 nm, and quenching was measured based on emission at λem = 512 nm for serial additions of BPA (100 μL increments, total [BPA] = 0–88 μM) into 10 mM HPTS [pH 6.5, 22 °C], controlling for HPTS concentration and volume (ESI). These excitation and emission wavelengths were selected based on previous work with caffeine quenching of HPTS by Rochat et al. and experimental confirmation of maximal quenching under these conditions with BPA.28 Changes in UV absorbance peaks at 225 nm and 278 nm were measured using a UV-visible broad spectrum light source and were used to confirm the increasing concentration of BPA during fluorescence titration (data not shown).

Fluorescence measurements were collected at 90° with respect to the incident 460 nm light emitting diode (LED) excitation source, and absorbance measurements were collected at 0° with respect to the broad spectrum light source (USB-ISS-UV-VIS model; 200–1100 nm; Ocean Optics, Inc, Dunedin, FL, USA). Measurements were taken in a quartz cuvette (path length = 1 cm) using a USB4000 spectrometer running OceanView version 1.4.1 software (Ocean Optics, Inc, Dunedin, FL, USA). Fluorescence quenching was calculated as F0/F, where F0 is the fluorescence intensity measured from a 10 mM HPTS and deionized (DI) water mixture, and F is the same measurement from a 10 mM HPTS and aqueous target (i.e. BPA, E2, or NP) mixture.

The Stern–Volmer dynamic quenching interaction for each mixture was modeled at λem = 512 nm and the Stern–Volmer binding constant (KSV) was derived from a least-squares fitted linear regression model of the observed quenching (F0/F) of HPTS versus the target BPA, E2, or NP concentration (Q) (eqn (1)). Experiments were conducted in triplicate.

\[
F0/F = 1 + K_{SV}[Q]
\] (1)

As a further test of specificity, the BPA–HPTS quenching interaction was also evaluated in treated municipal wastewater effluent samples through fluorescence spectroscopy. Effluent was collected from a wastewater treatment facility servicing Tucson, AZ, USA (25 MGD) and was divided into three samples: an unfiltered effluent sample, a syringe-filtered effluent sample (surfactant-free cellulose acetate membrane, 0.2 μm pore size; Sartorius Stedim Biotech GmbH, Goettingen, Germany), and a syringe-filtered effluent sample spiked with 45 μM BPA prior to filtration. A 45 μM BPA sample was prepared in DI water for comparison, and a DI water reference sample was used as a baseline for quenching measurements. All samples were prepared with 10 mM HPTS and quenching was measured as before.
2.3 Fluorescence spectroscopy with a single smartphone excitation source

Fluorescence quenching of HPTS was then re-evaluated using a smartphone LED flash as the excitation source. Two smartphones were compared: the iPhone 5s (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA) and the Nexus 5X (Google, Mountain View, CA, USA). For fluorescence spectroscopy, the LED flash source of each phone was fixed in turn at a 15 mm distance from a quartz cuvette, and a spectrometer probe was fixed at 90° with respect to the incident flash. Samples of 10 mM HPTS were mixed separately with increasing sample concentrations of BPA (0–220 μM), E2 (0–3.7 μM), and NP (0–45 μM). The range of these concentrations were determined from the maximum aqueous solubility and typical concentrations in environmental samples. Quenching was observed based on fluorescence measurements at λem = 512 nm.

2.4 Fluorescence sensing with smartphone excitation and detection

Finally, both smartphones were evaluated as standalone fluorescence sensors, with the LED flash serving as an excitation source and the rear camera complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) sensor functioning as a fluorescence detector. Dual smartphone and single smartphone detection systems were evaluated for the iPhone 5s and Nexus 5X, respectively.

In the dual smartphone detection system, one iPhone 5s was used as the excitation source while another was set at 90° to the first, serving as the detector. In the single smartphone detection system, the LED flash was isolated from the camera of a single Nexus 5X using a 3D-printed cuvette-holder attachment. In this attachment, a mirror (reflectance > 96%) was used to redirect the incident light through a sample cuvette at 90° to the smartphone camera. In both the single smartphone and the dual smartphone systems, the LED flash and camera were each fixed at 15 mm from the cuvette, with an achromatic doublet lens (diameter = 10 mm, focal length = 15 mm; Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) between the sample cuvette and smartphone camera lens to reduce chromatic aberration. Samples of 10 mM HPTS were mixed separately with the same sample concentrations of BPA (0–220 μM), E2 (0–3.7 μM), NP (0–45 μM), and RGB images were collected on each smartphone. These images were processed through ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, USA), in which the green band was separated from the full RGB image. The green fluorescence intensity was measured as the mean pixel intensity value of a pre-specified detection region from this image (100–500 pixels). Quenching was calculated as before based on these fluorescence measurements.

3. Results & discussion

3.1 Dynamic quenching of HPTS by BPA

The binding complex between HPTS and BPA was evaluated by fluorescence spectroscopy and Stern–Volmer modeling. This binding model was structured based on previous work by Rochat et al., which evaluated the dynamic quenching of HPTS by purines, including caffeine, theobromine, and theophylline. Through fluorescence spectroscopy (λex/em = 460/512 nm), an increase in quenching (F0/F) was measured for HPTS (10 mM) in the presence of increasing BPA concentrations (0–88 μM), with a detection limit of 4.4 μM (Fig. 2a). A Stern–Volmer plot derived for the same interaction revealed an empirical binding constant of 2040 M⁻¹ (Fig. 2b).

To evaluate the specificity of this interaction, similar measurements were collected for HPTS with increasing concentrations of E2 and NP. No significant change in HPTS fluorescence was observed for the range of concentrations tested, suggesting reasonable specificity of HPTS to BPA among similarly structured compounds (Fig. 2c and d). Further, no nonspecific quenching was observed with HPTS when samples were prepared in municipal wastewater effluent (Fig. 2e). Although particulate matter within a raw sample appeared to contribute to fluorescence near 512 nm, this fluorescence was reduced by sterile filtration and quenching was still observed in BPA samples.

The observed HPTS quenching response with BPA in DI water was greater than that observed and reported elsewhere for...
interactions with caffeine ($K_{SV} = 212 \text{ M}^{-1}$), theobromine ($K_{SV} = 113 \text{ M}^{-1}$), and theophylline ($K_{SV} = 148 \text{ M}^{-1}$), supporting at least the feasibility of this exploratory sensing method.\textsuperscript{26}

Using HPTS, BPA is directly quantifiable at concentrations suitable for screening higher-concentration point source contamination from industrial sources or landfill leachates, which may exceed 13–22 \text{ }\mu\text{M} at their upper limits.\textsuperscript{32} Following primary sample processing through a suitable membrane material and application of fluorescence signal enhancement techniques, HPTS may have potential as a probe for BPA concentrations in surface waters, with are 10–100× lower.\textsuperscript{13–35} HPTS also holds promise in its tentative specificity compared to structurally similar aromatic compounds and hormones and other nonspecific compounds in urban wastewater. However, mobile sensing still requires conversion to a portable platform. Toward these ends, two smartphones were evaluated to assess the immediate ability of their on-board hardware for fluorescence detection. These were compared for similarity with each other and with standard fluorescence spectroscopy.

3.2 Comparison of smartphones for fluorescence excitation

In standalone fluorescence detection, the sensing platform must provide both an excitation light source and an emitted light detector. For smartphone-based detection, the LED flash may be used for excitation and the CMOS camera sensor may be used as a detector.

To first confirm their adequacy in HPTS excitation, the LED flash from two smartphones – an iPhone 5s and a Nexus 5X – were assessed as a substitute for the 460 nm LED light source used in fluorescence spectroscopy. The LEDs of both smartphones showed similar spectra, with a sharp peak in the blue wavelengths (440–450 nm) and a somewhat broader second peak between the green and red wavelengths (500–620 nm) (Fig. 3b). While these second peaks differed between the two smartphones, the blue peaks (440–450 nm) showed similar spectral characteristics near the maximal excitation of HPTS ($\lambda_{ex} = 460$ nm). These were confirmed to induce similar fluorescence in a 10 mM HPTS and 44 $\mu$M BPA solution as compared with the 460 nm LED source (Fig. 3a). (Refer to ESI Fig. S1$^\dagger$ for the raw spectra that were not normalized.) Using each smartphone as an excitation source, fluorescence spectroscopy measurements were replicated for increasing concentrations of BPA and demonstrated an increase in fluorescence quenching at 512 nm, matching previous observations using the 460 nm LED source (Fig. 4). Additionally, similar values for fluorescence quenching were measured between each smartphone. No consistent change in fluorescence quenching was observed from baseline under the same conditions for E2 or NP mixtures with HPTS. Based on these findings, it appears that
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**Fig. 3** (a) Comparison of fluorescence quenching spectra for HPTS (10 mM in PBS, pH 6.5, 22 °C) by 44 $\mu$M BPA using a 460 nm blue LED or smartphone LED flash (iPhone 5s, Nexus 5X) as excitation sources. (b) LED flash spectra comparison between the iPhone 5s and the Nexus 5X smartphones. (c) Fluorescence spectra were taken at a 90° detection angle with a smartphone (utilizing its LED flash) and a miniature spectrometer.
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**Fig. 4** (a) Comparison of fluorescence quenching measurements (± standard error (SE)) at $\lambda_{em} = 512$ nm for the HPTS interaction with BPA, E2, and NP using an iPhone 5s and Nexus 5X light sources (* significant change from lower concentration, $p < 0.05$). (b) These were measured using a spectrometer at a 90° detection angle.
the spectra and intensity of at least these smartphone flash light sources are suitable for blue-wavelength excitation without modification or enhancement. The arrangement of our detection platform also eliminated our need for a supplemental low-pass or 460 nm bandpass filter to reduce signal noise by mechanically separating the incident and emitted light by 90°. Building on the advantages of this design, we tested a standalone filter-free smartphone fluorescence detection platform.

3.3 Comparison of smartphones for standalone fluorescence excitation and detection

In this next stage of assessment, the CMOS camera of each smartphone was evaluated for its efficacy in directly measuring fluorescence quenching from cuvette samples. Toward this, two systems were developed. The first was a dual smartphone sensing platform, with one smartphone used for illumination and a second used as a detector, replacing the spectrometer in Fig. 3c. The second was a single smartphone sensing platform with the LED flash source and CMOS camera sensor of one smartphone integrated into a single cuvette holder platform for self-contained fluorescence measurements (Fig. 5a). In both systems, upon excitation of the HPTS–target complex by the LED flash, an image of the sample was collected at 90° to the incident light (Fig. 5b and c). From these images, detection regions were isolated from the green channel of each RGB image and the average intensity was collected as a measure of fluorescence. Using these dual and single smartphone systems for the iPhone 5s and Nexus 5X, respectively, fluorescence quenching was analyzed for HPTS in the presence of BPA, E2, and NP.

Similar trends were observed to those seen via smartphone excitation and spectroscopy, but with attenuation in signal strength and thus in the measureable changes in fluorescence quenching (Fig. 6). The 4.4 μM limit of detection for BPA seen in standard fluorescence spectroscopy held under smartphone detection, but the measureable fluorescence intensity over the linear detection range was reduced, limited by the 0–255 pixel intensities measured from the 8 bit green channel. Based on these findings, standalone smartphone fluorescence detection holds promise for direct field-detection of BPA from leachate water samples, but there is room for improvement. One approach for improving the detection limits of this assay and platform for broader environmental sensing is to pursue true smartphone spectroscopy. By employing a grating to refract the emitted light before it reaches the smartphone CMOS sensor, the fluorescence emission spectrum can be spatially separated within the smartphone image. In this way, the smartphone

---

**Fig. 5** (a and b) Single-smartphone fluorescence measurement device from cuvette samples. Using two smartphones (one light source, one collector) or using this single-smartphone device, (c) images were collected for HPTS-target solutions using the iPhone 5s and Nexus 5X, respectively. Fluorescence quenching was determined by the fluorescence intensity of these images and was correlated with target concentration.

**Fig. 6** (a) Comparison of fluorescence quenching measurements (±SE) for the HPTS interaction with BPA, E2, and NP measured from the green channel intensity of RGB images taken using a (b) dual iPhone 5s LED/CMOS detection system and a (c) single Nexus 5X LED/CMOS detection system.
sensing platform can focus narrowly on the maximum emission wavelength (512 nm) and post-processing can be used to improve the resolution of intensity changes over this range. Alternatively, multi-image sampling and stacking combined with digital noise reduction, akin to an inversion of the bioluminescent-based analyte quantitation by smartphone (BAQS) method developed by Kim et al., may be used to improve the sensitivity of smartphone fluorescence detection by increasing the distinction between background and signal intensity measures between samples.26

Perhaps most prominent, though, is the similarity in detection between the two smartphones, which both similarly initiate and receive the fluorescence quenching response. Although these represent only two devices available, the observed results suggest that challenges in the uniformity of detection are predominantly external to the smartphone hardware itself. As such, similar or identical control measures might be used between the two platforms for noise reduction, digital filtering, or mechanical separation of emitted wavelengths, and may allow both to achieve similar and environmentally relevant levels of BPA detection. These results thus demonstrate the potential for universal application of these or similar methods in standalone smartphone platforms. Lower reliance on specialized equipment and fewer platform limitations or restrictions benefit field-deployable sensing, particularly in resource-limited settings, by allowing for a broader user base as different smartphone platforms may be available in different regions.

4. Conclusions

Smartphone-based fluorescence detection platforms are alluring for portable sensing due to the prevalence and improvements in smartphone technology, which afford suitable sensitivity to fluorophore responses. Using a novel fluorescence detection method for BPA via HPTS quenching, BPA was consistently detectable from water samples between fluorescence spectroscopy and iPhone 5s or Nexus 5X standalone sensor platforms. A significant HPTS–BPA binding interaction (K_{obs} = 2040 M^{-1}) was observed with a detection limit of 4.4 μM, which is suitable for higher concentrations in waste leachate and industrial samples. Further improvements can be made on all platforms, particularly by enhancing smartphone signal processing techniques in order to better prepare these methods for general environmental sensing. With significant improvements, though, smartphone-based fluorescence sensing may hold promise for facilitating future portable BPA monitoring.
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